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Translations
Herr, wenn ich nur dich

Lord, if I have only you,
then I desire nothing of heaven and earth.
Although my body and soul languish,
you, O God, are always
my heart’s consolation and my portion.

Atsalums

Oh Brother Ice, freeze our seas
So I can walk across and give myself to foreign lords.
Don’t freeze our seas!
Sun, my mother, thaw our seas,
Don’t go, daughter of the nation, you will cry severe tears.
Foreign lords came by the village to tear away my chaplet!
You foreigners come to me, I revere none of you,
You gave me a great deal of money and I owe you my chaplet!
Give me your chaplet!
Come, maid of the land, I have long yearned for you.
I will take you along with me and take care of you…
Foreign lords crossed over to these great fields of ice,
and frigid winds seized my beaded chaplet…
The foreign folks sing their own song, my brothers sing our own song.
Alas, only my brothers’ song resounded within me
That which the foreigners sing I trample underfoot!
Crush! With-feet! With-feet!

Baile de los Morenos

Dance of the swarthy,
Tu-cu-tu-tum-bam-ba
The drums grumble with their ring; the candombe has begun,
well-tempered and making the heart happy.
Black dancers move their hips to the beat ringing from the drums.
Clouds are in the sky that cover the sun, San Pedro comes to listen.
The beat pulses strongly. Drummers hope they dream while dancing.

About the Music
Thank you for listening to our performance, and for taking time to learn a little more
about the program selections. It’s safe to say the last year and a half has been
challenging. Have you asked yourself, “why are these terrible things happening to me,
or us, or humankind?” Our program features music that focuses on the resiliency of
humankind. Through this, we may find comfort that others have overcome struggles,
and possibly put our challenges in some perspective too.
Herr, wenn ich nur dich is from Musicalische Exequien, the first extant German
requiem. Much can be said about the commission details for the funeral service, the
texts selected, the forces likely used, and other details. For this program I focus on the
resiliency of Schütz, and those in his community. Schütz was no stranger to death. He
lived through the entire Thirty Years’ War which directly impacted almost every home in
some way (ponder, too, that the Afghanistan War was twenty years). At the same time
epidemics ravaged Europe during those years. Influenza and the plague both killed as
many or more than the war. Northern European settlements were reduced to one tenth
their population. Schütz lost his wife and all his daughters. As war ceased and health
returned, his community could look to Musicalische Exequien for their grief. The Psalm
is a soliloquy to God, yet the double choir setting becomes a shared faith expression,
linking humanity.
The seventeenth-century text To Music, To Becalm His Fever by Robert Herrick (15911674) is meant to comfort those near death to embrace eternal life. Herrick references
music as a cure which can kill fever, or fall on the ill like a silent dew to ease pain and
allow the soul to begin the flight to heaven. Blake Henson sets the poem’s first and
third stanzas in My Flight for Heaven. His attention to dissonance and voicing musically
illustrates the story, often with pitches in close proximity, then spreading to chords with
vertical distance between voices to capture the idea of flight.
Correspondence with composer Jēkabs Jančevskis exposed double meanings in
Atsalums. The poem, written by the composer, is about a girl in despair over her
poverty who decides to leave her family in search of a wealthy man. She discovers the
man who uses his wealth and status to seduce her soon loses interest in her, and she
longs for her family who loves her unconditionally. The piece ends with her resilient
exhortation of her error as she tears herself away to return to her homeland. The tale
parallels current Latvian circumstances where many leave the country - and its rich
heritage - to move away seeking greater economic fortune. As a result, Latvia’s
population has seen a decrease of nearly half a quarter of its population, or about
500,000 people. Jančevskis’s poem challenges the idea of the importance of material
goods and wealth compared to family.

About the Music Continued...
Changed My Name is the opening chorus from the cantata of the same title. The
composer is a music director for many Broadway productions, including her
critically acclaimed work with “The Color Purple.” Changed My Name is inspired by
spirituals and the lives of Sojourner Truth and Harriet Tubman, who spoke regularly
about the importance of prayer in their ability to persevere. The work chronicles the
struggle of slaves whose surnames changed when sold to a new owner. Would their
families still know them or remember them as they were separated? Twine writes that
this spiritual “affects how we act; how we act affects the treatment of our fellow man.”
Uruguay brought slaves to their country in the early nineteenth century to strengthen
their military in fighting Spanish occupation. Their service led to freedom after fighting,
which meant the nation had free and enslaved Blacks until the abolition of slavery in
1852. Uruguayans of African descent organized candombe dances every Sunday and
on holidays. The music is performed by a group of drummers known as cuerda, which
has between 50-100 musicians. Players use one of three tamboriles (drums): chico, a
small, high timbre; repique medium timbre; and piano with the lowest tones. The clave
is the predominant rhythmic figure. In the twentieth century the candombe
exploded in popularity among native Uruguayans who danced to the music, and among
popular Uruguayan musicians, like Romero Gavioli’s Baile de los Murenos, who wrote
music about the candombe. The candombe is recognized by UNESCO in its
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
In making this program about resiliency I have unintentionally left out countless other
marginalized communities and the music that chronicles their journeys. I am sorry for
not having enough program time to include them. I hope we will all as a community of
choral artists continue to program these works so we pass on reminders about what
happens when one human fails to see another as equal. Our work is part of what helps
humanity be better than what we were before. Today we hope to inspire you to be resilient in your music.
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The Chamber Choir is a mixed, auditioned ensemble open to all

undergraduate students regardless of major at FGCU. Recognized for their remarkable
versatility, the ensemble performs choral music from the Renaissance to newly
commissioned works. Every three years the choir performs internationally including
Rome (2020), the Baltic States (2017), and Austria and the Czech Republic (2014).

Trent R. Brown is Associate Professor of Music at Florida Gulf Coast

University where he directs all choral ensembles, teaches courses in choral literature,
conducting and choral methods, and supervises student teachers. He was a recipient
of the ACDA International Conductors Exchange Program (ICEP) Fellowship and spent
his fall 2017 sabbatical in Uruguay conducting ensembles, leading choral festivals, and
teaching. He has presented ensembles at state ACDA and MEA conferences in
Minnesota and Florida, and has led international performance concerts and tours in
China, Germany, Austria, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, and the Baltic States. As the
Artistic Director of Choral Artistry he conducts the adult, professional-core ensemble
in multiple performances and educational outreach activities in the region. He holds
degrees from The University of Arizona (D.M.A.), The University of Wisconsin –
Milwaukee (M.M.), and the University of Wisconsin – Eau Claire (B.M.E.). He can be
contacted at trbrown@fgcu.edu.

Abigail Brooke Allison is the staff accompanist for the choral program at

Florida Gulf Coast University, and works with student and professional
instrumentalists and vocalists in Southwest Florida. In addition to her work at FGCU,
she is also the accompanist for Choral Artistry, serves as music co-director of the
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Greater Naples, and plays for services at Temple
Bat Yam on Sanibel and St. Hilary’s Episcopal Church in Fort Myers. She is a
founding member of the Nautilus Chamber Players, an organization that performs
chamber music written after 1900, and is a member of two duos: the Allison Duo, with
her husband, saxophonist Shawn Allison, and the Wild Coffee Duo, with cellist Susie
Kelly. Abbey holds a double degree in piano performance and string education from
Ithaca College.
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